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Thanks Homebase, a pleasure working with y’all. All the best to Anita and the rest of the team that helped! The house looked great and we are more than pleased with the results.




Aaron Eparvier









We would like to thank you very much for the friendly and professional service that you provided to us recently, when we were preparing our house for marketing. You have all been very friendly and always willing to help. Nothing was too much effort – even our difficult stair access! It was great being able to hire pieces using your Pick ‘n’ Mix option, rather than being forced into taking a package of a house-lot of furniture. Our living room was transformed and looked quite the part for the marketing photography and open homes we held. It certainly gave the house the added extra that it needed, and we have had a lot of interest in the house.




Yvonne and Kieran McLean









Thanks again for helping me stage part of my home. We were having open homes in order to sell our house, and the comments prior to staging were that my office looked too small for a double bed. I rang Homebase and you did a fantastic job choosing items to set up and quickly transformed it into a cosy bedroom. The next open home went very well and we sold in short order. A professional and friendly outfit all around.




Whit Preston









Dear Tate,

I would like to say, what an outstanding and brilliant job you and your stylist have done.

The Mandalay Penthouse has reached its prime, looks amazing, Furniture and accessories well selected, well placed, detailed, coloured (thanks for not using the turquoise) so appropriately and using textures to give it a warm feel.

Thank you too for being so accommodating with the second styling on Tue morning.

With Jill’s selling and writing skills, this place will find a very happy owner.

Warm regards




Brigitte Richards









Hi Melisha,

Just to let you know the Stagers did an awesome job with the house yesterday. Mark and I are delighted with what they have done – hopefully prospective buyers love it as much as we do. Please pass on our thanks to the team involved.




Claire
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